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Abstract

Electrostatic waves in the form of Broadband Electrostatic Noise (BEN)
have been observed inthe Earth’s auroral region associated with high
geomagnetic activity. Their broad frequencyspectrum consists of three
electrostatic modes, namely electron plasma, electron acoustic andbeam-driven
modes.A 1D Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulation was developed to investigate the
characteristics ofthe electrostatic waves found in such a plasma. Dispersion,
phase space and spatial electricfield diagrams were constructed from the
output of the PIC simulation which was used todescribe the wave dispersion
and spatial field structures found in a plasma. A three electroncomponent
plasma was studied using a Maxwellian distribution function to model their ve-
locities. Beam-driven waves were found to dominate the frequency spectrum
while electronplasma and electron acoustic waves were damped for a high
beam velocity. Furthermore, for ahigh beam velocity, solitary waves are
generated by electron holes (positive potentials), givingrise to a bipolar spatial
electric field structure moving in the direction of the beam. Increasingthe beam
temperature allows the beam electrons to mix more freely with the hot and
coolelectrons, which leads to electron plasma and electron acoustic waves being
enhanced whilebeam-driven waves are damped. Decreasing the beam density
and velocity leads to dampingof beam-driven waves, while electron plasma and
electron acoustic waves are enhanced.The electron acoustic mode was studied
with the addition of a static background magneticfield. When the angle of
wave propagation is perfectly perpendicular to the backgroundmagnetic field,
a set of harmonics, called Bernstein modes, were produced. These modesare
characterized by their nodes being furtherly displaced along the wave vector
axis for anincrease in the node (harmonic) number. The model was further
generalized by allowing theangle of wave propagation, θ, with respect to the
magnetic field to be varied, thus enabling thestudy of the obliquely propagating
electron acoustic mode. Both the amplitude and frequencyof the electron
acoustic mode was found to decrease as θ increases.Measurements in Saturn’s
magnetosphere have shown the co-existence of two electron (hotand cool)
components. The electron velocities are best described by a κ-distribution
(insteadof a Maxwellian) which has a high-energy tail. Using an adapted PIC
simulation, the study ofelectron plasma and electron acoustic waves was
extended by using a κ-distribution to describethe electron velocities with
low κ indices. Electron acoustic waves are damped over most wavenumber
ranges while electron plasma waves are weakly damped at low wave numbers
anddamped for all other wave numbers. Furthermore, the study was extended
by introducingthe motion of ions to study the ion acoustic waves in Saturn’s
magnetosphere. While the ionacoustic mode was found to be relatively
insensitive to the κ indices of the electrons, it isfound to be sensitive to the
electron temperature and density ratios.
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